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The Turkish bombing of Evrin Hospital 

 

Health Council in Afrin Region  

 

Evrin Hospital was a place that has been receiving many people with 

medical conditions; a place where many people resorted to for treatment. 

It was providing medicines  for patients and  took care of  many  children, 

women and elderlies who became wounded by the Turkish 

bombardment. 

On 16 March 2018, Evrin Hospital was bombed by the Turkish Army twice 

in a row, killing dozens of wounded people who were being treated there 

and causing serious damage to the hospital which was and still crowded 

by injuries.  
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Reflecting on this matter, the occupationist Turkish state issued a 

statement denying the massacre and published with the statement a 

picture revealing its lies and allegations. 

The picture that published by the Turkish occupationists clearly shows one 

of the buildings that was bombed, showing a gap in the top of the building 

caused by the bombing and it is identified by a red circle, this building is 

Evrin Hospital. 
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Pictures proving the Turkish bombing of Evrin Hospital 

By showing that picture, the occupationist Turkish army tries to erase the 

traces of its crime, but on the contrary it has confirmed it. 

https://a.top4top.net/m_807ucq131.mp4 

Video link proves the Turkish bombing of Evrin Hospital 

https://a.top4top.net/m_807w5ttp1.mp4 

Video link shows the effects of the Turkish bombardment of Evrin Hospital 

https://b.top4top.net/m_807dvawj1.mp4 

Video link of the Turkish bombardment of Evrin Hospital 

https://a.top4top.net/m_807ucq131.mp4
https://a.top4top.net/m_807w5ttp1.mp4
https://b.top4top.net/m_807dvawj1.mp4
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Due to the circumstances of the war, the bombing, the interruption of 

communication and the difficulty of getting the pictures and videos  that 

prove  the Turkish bombardment,  but the Turkish occupation Army has 

published this picture and proved to all that it committed this massacre 

against civilians in Evrin Hospital. 

The large building in the picture that the Turkish army claims to be Evrin 

Hospital is actually a printing press. 
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The building that is identified by a red circle and bombarded by the 

Turkish Army is  Evrin Hospital and the other building is the printing press.        
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